**Steps**

1. Remove bottom screws removing the clamp
2. Attach frame to desired rod and screw clamp back on aligning with the guides as straight as possible
3. Loosen all screws but don’t remove
4. Slide small post as far forward as possible and insert reel
5. If having trouble inserting fishing reel, remove one screw from the small post and slide post over reel foot then attach screw again.
6. Push frame as far forward as possible while pushing the small post as close to reel as possible and tighten screws on small post keeping as straight as possible
7. Realign with guides in case of any twisting while installing reel
8. Make sure clamping system is centered with reel and rod
9. Tighten clamp as even as possible
10. Try pulling and wiggling reel to make sure it is on tight and secure

**Inserting hooks in hook holder may damage some reels when using big hooks. Hook holder may not be accessible using certain reels due to gear box interference. May turn the clamp around but may cause discomfort while casting. We are not responsible for any damage to fishing rods or reels due to overtightening, storage, or misuse of product. Product is made of aluminum and may scratch reels**

Follow us on Instagram @duransfishingproducts

If having trouble installing watch instructional video on youtube